Introduction and statement of results.
In this work we consider the problem of extending the result of J.P. Jouanolou [J] on the density of singular holomorphic foliations on CP(2) without algebraic solutions to the case of foliations by curves on CP(3).
If T is an one-dimensional foliation on CP(3) with singular set sing^) and r is an irreducible algebraic curve, we say that r is an algebraic solution of T if r\sing(^7) is a leaf of the foliation. In what follows, by invariant algebraic set of T we mean either an algebraic solution or an algebraic surface <S C CP(3) invariant by the foliation.
One-dimensional holomorphic foliations on CP(3) are represented, in an affine coordinate system ( x, y, z ) , by a vector field of the form 
THEOREM 2. -Let ^d denote the space of one-dimensional foliations of degree d on CP(3). For each d > 2 there is a dense subset 9^ C ^d such that any T € Qd hsis no invariant algebraic set.
In [J] Jouanolou proved both theorems for CP(2). Later A. Lins Neto [LN1] improved theorem 2 and showed that the set 9^ is open as well. He also gave new proofs of these results based on residues associated to foliations. The proofs we give follow this line of argument and we make use of a result of D. Lehmann [L] on residues which is of the kind of those of Baum and Bott [BB] , [C] , Camacho and Sad [CS] , Brasselet and Lins Neto [LN2] . The plan of this work is as follows. In section 2 we quote the result on residues which will be used and prove some auxiliary lemmas. In sections 3, 4 and 5 we prove theorem 1 and in section 6 we prove theorem 2.
Auxiliary results.
Let W be an n-dimensional complex manifold, T an one-dimensional singular holomorphic foliation on W with sing(^7) a discrete set of points and V C W a complex submanifold invariant by T with dimc^ = m. For each point p € sing(^7) take a coordinate domain U around p with U D sing^) = {p} and such that U = V D U is given by z/i = ... == yq = 0 where ( x\,..., Xm^ Vi^" "> Vq ) are coordinates in U and m + q = n. Let the foliation T be represented in U by the vector field -If a vector field X has non-degenerated linear part at a singular point p, Ai,..., \n are the eigenvalues of the linear part of X at this point and if V is one-dimensional, invariant by X and tangent at p to the direction associated to \i then, by taking (p = ci we have
In case V is two-dimensional, invariant by X and tangent at p to the plane determined by eigenvectors associated to the eigenvalues \i and Xj then, by taking (p = c^ we get
see [BB] or [GH] pg 658).
We will also need the Proof. -If M is an n-dimensional complex manifold then C\{KM) = -ci(M) where KM is the canonical bundle, i.e., KM = I^T^M with T*M the holomorphic cotangent bundle. If M is obtained by blowing-up M at p then KM = TT*KM + (n -1)E where E is the line bundle associated to the exceptional divisor 8 [GH] . Applying this to the sequence above and noticing that the blow-up's do not take place at points which lie on an exceptional divisor we arrive at 
f c,(M)^=-I CZ(KM^)
Jr* Jr* we finally arrive at
Let us consider now an one-dimensional singular holomorphic foliation T on CP(n) with sing(.^') a finite set of points and such that if Xp is a vector field representing F in a neighborhood of p € sing(.?') then p is a non-degenerated singularity of Xp and further, the eigenvalues Ai,..., \n of DXp(j?) are all distinct.
Let r C CP(n) be as in Lemma 2.3 and suppose r is invariant by J-'. For each p € sing^) H F let Bp denote the set of analytic branches of r through p and note that since F is invariant by F ^ if p € sing(r) then p e smg(.F). We have the LEMMA 2.4.
Proof. -First note that if F is invariant by F and p € sing(^7) H F then each branch of F through p is necessarily tangent to exactly one direction associated to an eigenvalue of DXp(p) and that two different branches cannot be tangent to the same direction [PM] . Write sing^^F = {pi,... ,pyn} and let TT := TTI o ... o TT^ : M. -> CP(n) be as in Lemma 2.3. Given pi e sing^) n F let A^,... ,A^ be the eigenvalues of DXp^pi) and B\^..., B\, ^ be the branches of F through pi ( note that S(pi) < ^)-After a renumbering of the eigenvalues we may assume that B^j is tangent to the direction associated to A 1 . Now let X* be a lifting of Xp^ to a neighborhood of the exceptional divisor £1 in M.. Then X* has precisely n singularities on ^, say ^1,...,^ and the eigenvalues of DX^ (gp are A^ -A^,..., A^,..., A^ -A^ and since B^ is tangent to the direction associated to Xp 1 < j < £{pi), the proper transform of B 1 is transverse to 81 at the point ^ and is tangent to the direction associated to the eigenvalue A} of BX^(qj) for 1 < j < £(p,). By Remark 2.2 we have that, denoting by ^r* the foliation induced by F on M via TT
Summing over the £(pi) branches of F through pi we get
and by Lemma 2.3 
Residues associated to ^.
Recall the family of vector fields X^, fi e C, given bŷ
The foliation J^, induced by X^ on CP(3), has no singularities at infinity, as can be easily verified and the singular set sing(^) consists of
In fact, the singularities are given by the roots of
with y and z given by y = (a^ -^)
we have sing(^o) = {( ^, F'^^^, F^) : 1 < ^ < D} where ^ is a primitive root of unity of order D. Hence, for ^ sufficiently close to 0, (3.1) has D distinct roots and it is immediate that these depend analytically on /^. The characteristic polynomial of DX^ at p^ is given by
and for ^ = 0 the eigenvalues are Ai^o
Note that all singularities of ^o are of Poincare type and non-resonant. Put
and, by differentiating P^(A), (TI^(/^), 02,^(^)5 cr^^d^) and .r as a function of /^ in (3.1) we get Note that all derivatives are non-zero for d :> 2.
4. First part of the proof of Theorem 1.
Non-existence of algebraic solutions having only smooth analytic branches.
Suppose r^ C CP(3) is an irreducible algebraic curve whose singularities, in case they exist, are such that F^ has only smooth analytic branches through each of them. 
y using formulae (3.2) and (3.3) we conclude that, with three exceptions, these sums are either numbers which are not positive integers or have nonzero derivative for the parameter value p, = 0. Therefore, apart from the three exceptions, for 0 <| ^ « 1, r^ cannot exist since such a sum cannot be an integer greater than or equal to 2, as required by Remark 2. 
Remark that if X = f(t) and Y = g(t}
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where the dots indicate higher order terms and observe that the coefficients of ^ do not involve ^d. Hence 
E^-y,(^)
-i+y|c?|+_ {^<o^^} where the dots indicate higher powers of fi. Hence
This shows O^(^) is not constant as a function of [i.
Case 2.
This corresponds to a curve F^ with sing(r^) = sing(J^) and at each p^, r^ has three branches B^,B^ and ^3 such that Bi is tangent to the direction associated to A^,^, 1 <, i < 3. Since o^' 2 ' 3^) + a^2'
is a symmetric function of the eigenvalues of DX^(p^) and the summation extends over all points in sing(^), it follows from BaumBott's theorem (see [C] ) that this sum is independent of [i and equals -2d 3 + 2d 2 + 6d + 6, as can be seen by calculating it for ^ = 0. By Remark 2.5 we must have -2d 3 + 2d 2 + 6d + 6 > 2. Now, if d > 3 then 154 MARCIO G. SOARES -2d 3 + 2d 2 4-6d + 6 < 0 and it remains to consider the case d = 2 in which we get the sum equal to 10 and D = 2 3 + 2 2 + 2 + 1 = 15. By Lemma 2.4 we have 10 = 4d°(I^) -^(I^) or ^(I^) = 4d°(r^) -10 and since Y^ is a curve in CP(3) with 15 triple points we must have rf°(r^) > 3 which gives xO^) > 2, an absurd. and by Theorem 2.1 this sum equals
ow, this integral is just the degree of the surface S^, for c\(ys /c?(3)) equals the Poincare dual r]s^ of the cycle [Sp] and so the integral is just the intersection number ofSp, with a generic line in CP(3) and this is the degree of Sp, (see [GH] ). In particular, the sum of residues is a positive integer. By using formulae (3.2) and (3.3) we conclude that, with one exception, the sums above are either numbers which are not positive integers or have non-zero derivative for the parameter value ^ = 0. Hence, for 0 <| [t « 1, Sp, cannot exist but for this exceptional case. The exception is V^ f3\ ' (/^) where Q is a non-zero subgroup ofZ/DZ. 
thus proving that 6^(^) is not constant.
Conclusion of the proof of Theorem 1.
Throughout this section X denotes the germ at 0 C C 71 of a holomorphic vector field with an isolated singularity at 0 C C 71 . Let Ai,.... An be the eigenvalues of DX(0) and consider the following : Proof. -By a formal change of coordinates we have that X n is expressed as (see [A] , Poincare-Dulac's theorem) X = ^(\iXi + 1=1 Q (rci,... ,a^))-.-where (pz is a formal power series starting with terms OX-jô f degree > 2. Suppose on the contrary that F is the germ at 0 G C 71 of a singular irreducible analytic curve invariant by X. Let p : Dg ->• C 72 be a parametrization of F where Dg == {z G C :| ^ |< e}. Under the formal change of coordinates to p there corresponds a formal parametrization p* which we may assume to be of the form p* (t) = (t^, 031^2 +...,..., dnt^ + ...) where 1 < i\ <_ ii for i = 2,..., n. Since r is invariant by X we have dp* OXn relations among the eigenvalues or implies that at least one of them is zero, depending on whether Fm has a pure power of some xi or not. But this contradicts our hypothesis on X. Hence UQ ^-0 and v is a unit. This implies y~lZ{F) = F, i.e., F (=. JF^ its Jacobian ideal. By a theorem of Saito [S] , in suitable coordinates (?/i,... ,^/n), F is a quasi-homogeneous function and there exist positive rational numbers ai,..., dn such that 9F OF F = a\y\--+ ... + CLnyn~^-• Let X be written in these coordinates as 9yi 9yn
--= i/(t)X(p^(t)) with v(t) not identically zero and this reads
where z^* is a unit since v is. Now, since 0 G C n is an isolated singular 
CORRIGENDUM
In section 5, condition 2 must be included as a hypothesis of Lemma 5.1 for the result to hold. For in this case, by Poincare's theorem, the vector field is diagonalisable and the proof of the lemma is correct. Also, for p, == 0 and d odd we have the resonance 
